Corporate Finance and Performance Scrutiny Panel
Review of Greenwich’s Customer Service Standards
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Introduction

1.1

As part of the creation of the Scrutiny work programme for 2019-20
residents and community groups were invited to submit suggestions.

1.2

A proposal was submitted by Helen Jakeways (Appendix A) to review the
Royal Borough of Greenwich’s Customer Service Standards, as published on
the Council’s website (Appendix B). This was accepted, and it was added to
the work programme for the Corporate Finance and Performance Scrutiny
Panel chaired by Councillor John Fahy.

2.

Parameters of the Review

2.1

The Review engaged in information gathering sessions with Officers, held two
sessions for the public, and obtained information online.

2.2

The work of the Review was disrupted by the outbreak of the Covid-19
Pandemic and a planned visit to the London Borough of Hackney was not able
to take place.

3.

Context of the Review

3.1

In February 2009 the Finance and Central Services Scrutiny Panel, the
precursor to the Corporate Finance and Performance Scrutiny Panel, looked
at the “Corporate Contact and Service Centres” and in October 2009 looked
at “Greenwich Customer Services”, embedding the regular monitoring of
Customer Services as a part of Scrutiny.
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R

The Panel would also regularly look at ICT and the website, but separately. A
January 2011 report to that Panel “The Council's Website: Performance,
Functions and Possible Future Developments” noted that more people were
using the internet and indicated what the online functionality was at that time,
and it noted the separate development of social media. It highlighted that
getting customers to switch online rather than using telephones or the
contact centres would result in savings for the Council.

D

3.2

T

1.

3.3

Telephone call handling became a particular feature for the now Corporate
Finance and Scrutiny Panel. From November 2015 the Panel began focusing
on the problem of calls not being answered, and at the meeting of 28 March
2019 the issue of repeat calls and possible link to Councillor case work was
emphasised.
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Scrutiny of customer service standards, whether in general, or of the specific
parts of the contact centre, telephone handling, website, and Freedom of
Information requests, has been one of the consistent themes of the
Corporate Finance and Scrutiny Panel, and its predecessor.

3.5

During 2020 the Council’s contact centre telephony system had to be
renewed and a Digital Improvement Plan for the Council was agreed.

4.

Customer Services

4.1

Customers are those who are interacting with the Council for a reason or
purpose. While the residents of the borough are the expected customers,
that is not exclusively so. Southwark council in its Customer access strategy
refresh 2017 to 2020 notes its “customers are not only the residents of the
borough; they also include visitors, students, businesses and partners.”
Westminster council in its Customer Experience & Digital Strategy similarly
refers to “Workers, shoppers and tourists”, “Businesses” and “Students”
alongside residents. This is applicable to Greenwich, which is a popular tourist
destination and home of Greenwich University.

4.2

There may be a number of ways of defining those interactions. Ealing council
in its Customer Service Strategy 2017/18 – 2020/21 refers to “six core process
categories; report it, request it, apply for it, book it, pay for it, and find it
(information)”. The Council’s Digital Strategy refers to “information or
transactional services”.

R

Customer Services relates to how services are provided to the customer.
There might be an expectation that the same customer service, the same
‘standards’, will apply irrespective of what service is provided.
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3.4

4.4

There are differences between customer services in the public and private
sector (Appendix C) but the general requirements are the same. They may be
said to be • “Timelines” giving an indication as to when something can be expected;
• “Accuracy”, that information is correct; and
• “Appropriateness” which is about “ensuring that the customers'
expectations are met”.
A recognised best practice is to continuously listen to an engage with the
customers. The private sector wants a customer to become a regular
customer, the public sector will already have core customers some of whom
will be engaging with the Council for multiple services.
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4.5

A recent article on Forbes1 indicated that customers in the private sector
who are used to online service provision now have a certain expectation,
they want a “frictionless” customer service experience. As public sector
customers are also private sector customers this expectation can be said to
relevant for local government customer services.

4.6

An issue for local government is that there tends to be “a decentralized
approach to customer service”, yet customers experience the Council as a
singular entity, ‘the Council’. There are seemingly two reasons which force
decentralization:
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• The Council is made up of several authorities (usually expressed in terms
of Directorates) who operate in accordance with specific legislation. A
franchise fast food chain for example can aim to offer its customers the
same customer service in every store, because it is effectively the same
product and manner of delivery in each store.
• There is a no single ‘interface’ for engaging with the Council. With a bank
or an online multi-departmental store for example it does not matter
what product you acquire you are on their ‘system’, you are on a
database, you engage with them and they with you as if they are a singular
entity.
The Council does have a singular entity that customers can engage with and
that is the elected Members. This is a fundamental difference between the
public and private sector. The ‘governing board’ as it were of the Council, the
Councillors, are available to any and all of its customers, and can be held to
account by them at elections, whereas the governing board of a private
company is usually responsible only to its shareholders and is not available for
every day contact by the customers.
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4.7

5.

Channels of communication

5.1

There are multiple ways, or channels, through which customers can interact
with the Council, however some interactions may be prescribed by legislation
(where something must be done ‘in writing’ for example) or are limited by
the current technology (where it is not currently possible to complete an
interaction through the website for example). There is a defined period when
the Council is open for business.

1

Are You Providing A Frictionless Customer Experience? Forbes 9 June 2019
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5.2

The types of channels in which customers usually interact with the Council (in
no particular order) are in person, by telephone, by letter, by fax, or by email.

5.2.1 The website is an increasingly used channel, largely for ‘static’ information but
also for transactions. However, as a report to the Corporate Finance and
Performance Scrutiny Panel in March 2020 indicated some forms (at that
time) were “not necessarily 100% digital”. Social media is also a channel, and
is currently used for the provision of information. It has been recognised that
there is a correlation between website usage and “trust in local authorities”2.
5.2.3 There may be a few external web providers (such as Fix My Street).
While Councillors can be contacted they are not a channel of communication
in the sense above for interacting with the Council on day to day business, as
staff are employed for that purpose. Councillors set the policies, they
monitor performance and ultimately they are responsible to the electorate
for the running of the Council. From the perspective of customer services
however, they will be the recipients of complaints which they may receive
because of poor service within the Council. They will also be the recipients of
information requests about what the Council is doing, or will be doing, about
a particular matter.

5.4

There has been more and more moves by local authorities towards ‘channel
shift’, pushing communications towards the digital channel, a move which has
increased, or came under increased pressure to do so, as a result of the
Covid-19 Pandemic.
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5.3

You’re on mute

While ‘videotelephony’ and video conferencing has been around for some
time, one effect of the Covid-19 Pandemic has been to make them all but
ubiquitous in many facets of working life. Many people who may never have
used them or only used them for social reasons now find themselves using
them more for business purposes. It may be that they became another
regular channel of communication for the public in their relations with the
Council, and with Councillors.

D

5.5

2

“The more citizens use local government websites, the more they communicate with local
authorities and trust them, even more so than at the national level. Thus, local authority Facebook
or Twitter activities have the potential to generate beneficial results for both citizen and
institution.” MySociety The State of Digital Public Engagement January 2019
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Greenwich’s Customer Service Standards

6.1.

The Royal Borough of Greenwich has a published Customer Service
Standards (Appendix B). They state that customers will be responded to in a
certain time and will be told who will respond, they indicate what customers
can expect if visiting a reception area, and what to expect if Officers visit the
customer. They imply (by the use of the “we”) that they are corporate and
apply universally across the Council.

6.2

From questioning the relevant Officers (Appendix E and F) it was discovered
• That while the Standards were adhered to by Customer Services
(responsible for contact centres) it was not known if they were adhered
to universally and that customer services had no oversight of customer
services across the Council
• There no longer was any collation of customer services feedback from all
the customer facing parts of the Council
• While telephone response performance was monitored across the council,
email response performance outside of customer services was not.
• There was currently disparity between the available performance
monitoring of e-forms dealt with by customer services and those dealt
with elsewhere but that was expected to change in the future with a move
to a more integrated system
• It was suspected that the published Customer Service Standards were
from around 2005 and it was recognized that they did need to be looked
at
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6.

D

6.2.1 This indicates that there is currently a decentralized approach to customer
services and no overall monitoring, which is contrary to the idea of the
Customer Service Standards being corporate and universal and meaningful.
7.

Comparison with other London local authorities’ websites

7.1

As the proposer of the Review had sought out the Council’s Customer
Service Standards on the Royal Borough of Greenwich’s website and found
them “hard to find”, a similar exercise was undertaken (in October 2020)
with regard to other London Councils, using the same approach. A search
was conducted with terms ‘Customer Service Standards’, ‘Customer Service
Charter’, ‘Customer Service Strategy’ (Appendix D). If there is no entry for
an authority that cannot be taken to mean that an authority has no customer
service standards, but that nothing seemed to be available on their website.
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7.2

It may be noted that the overall majority (27 out of 33) had something on
display or findable, though one had nothing currently displayed stating that
was because it was under review.

7.2.1 Of the 27 • 19 had something called Standards, or something resembling it, (this
includes Greenwich)
• 3 had a Charter
• 7 had a Strategy (in some cases this was under the committee reports
rather than on display on a webpage)
And two of the boroughs had two of these things
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7.2.2 Of the 27 –
• 13 gave an indication of time to be seen at the contact centre or its
equivalent (this includes Greenwich)
• 11 gave an indication of a phone response time (this includes Greenwich),
but with variation as to whether this was measured by time or by number
of rings
• 4 gave an indication of a response time for messages left on voice mail
(this did not include Greenwich though Greenwich’s Standards refer to
voice mail; Greenwich policy is not to use voice mail)
• 15 gave an indication of an email response time (this includes Greenwich),
with some specifying a difference between acknowledgement of email and
a response

D

7.2.3 Of the 27, 4, but within their Strategy document rather than as part of a
Standards or Charter, indicated some recognition of social media as a
channel, with one (Ealing) actually giving a response time in the same manner
as a phone/email response time.
7.3

The results corroborate that local authorities make different offers in terms
of their standards; that each local authority has different resources and
different service demands will obviously be a factor in this. However,
Greenwich does not appear to be dissimilar in general with the other London
councils which have published Standards or an equivalent.

8

Findings from Officers

8.1

As part of the Review questions were submitted to Officers (Appendix E) and
two sessions were held with Officers (Appendix F and G). From discussion
with the new Assistant Director Access and Digital, with the Head of
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9

AF

The data problem

The request for the Review referred to “customer complaints, comments and
compliments”, but there is no corporate data set for this. As the Officer
indicated (Appendix E) there is no corporate monitoring of the Customer
Service Standards.

D

9.1

Discussion was also had with the Head of Repairs and Maintenance (Appendix
F) because Housing Repairs had been identified from Councillor casework
(see Appendix H) as an area that generated a number of complaints. It was
found that
• There were problems with the current IT systems
• Job satisfaction was based on the premise that the works had been
completed.
• There was a recognised issue when jobs changed teams or it meant other
operatives had to complete it. The aim was to have multiskilled operatives

R

8.2

T

Customer Services and Head of Communications and Digital it was found
that
• The transformation of the Council’s ICT would directly impact on
customer service provision, with the aim of creating a “frictionless”
customer service experience for transactional services. This would not
just be a change in software, it would also mean new skills for staff
• Face to face contact was costly
• The contact centre did not currently provide the integrated service that
was sought, but that would change with the transformation
• New changes would not make the contact centre obsolete, rather it
meant new tasks.
• Use of chatbot for the website was a consideration
• Social media would become included as part of customer service
• There were currently problems with the integration of FixMyStreet, but
this would be resolved

9.2

As complaints from each separate Directorate might not be about the
customer service itself but the end product or thing, the number of
complaints on their own would not provide meaningful data in relation to
customer services and the Customer Service Standards. Research shows for
the private sector that only a small number of people make a complaint
(Appendix C); this might be different for the public sector though because
customers in the public sector cannot ‘shop elsewhere’.
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9.2.1 Complaints may be made through the Council’s corporate complaint
procedure, but for some services there are also specified complaint routes,
such as for children services and social services 3.
9.2.2 The Children and Young People Scrutiny Panel receives an annual report on
complaints and compliments for Children’s Services. The Cabinet receives a
report on Local Government Ombudsman Complaints.
Dissatisfaction might not result in the formal complaints process. As
Hounslow Council for example state on their website “Not every expression
of dissatisfaction will be a complaint” and that they therefore aim to “deal
with these as part of the Council’s day to day business, rather than through
our complaints process.”4 If dissatisfaction is dealt with outside of the
complaints process it not might not be included in complaints data.

9.4

Dissatisfaction may result in the matter being taken elsewhere. It may be
raised with Councillors or MPs, or it could be taken to court. It might be
raised with the media, or raised on social media. However, this might not be
formally recorded by the Council. As the Head of Communications and
Digital indicated (Appendix G) comments made on non-Council social media
might not come to the attention of the Council.

9.5

The Council’s Digital Strategy ‘Workstream 3: get better with data’
(Appendix J) recognises that lack of data is an issue and seeks to address that.

9.6

The problem for data analysis of “repeat calls”, is a repeat call could be made
through any, or a combination, of the channels of communication not just the
telephone, and that would not be recorded as data unless there was a
specified requirement to do so. It may be a figure for repeat calls could be
discovered through searching through complaints but if only a small number
of people complain then the real number of repeat calls could be substantially
different from the number that could be extracted from an analysis of
individual complaints.
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9.3

9.7

Irrespective of whether repeat calls result in a complaint, it is not disputed
that repeat calls in themselves have a deleterious impact. As the Review
request notes they result in what occupational psychologist John Seddon
describes as ‘failure demand’5. The Council’s Digital Strategy acknowledges
the need to reduce failure demand (Appendix J).

3

Complaints about the Royal Borough of Greenwich
Hounslow Council Website Make a complaint or comment
5
Failure Demand | John Seddon | Vanguard Consulting
4
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9.8

To receive some indication of matters, consideration may be given to
Councillors casework (Appendix H) on the grounds that casework is not part
of the complaints procedure but may itself be an example of a repeat call but
where the call has been escalated upwards to those ultimately responsible.
The information should not be taken as indicative only as suggestive as it may
be that complaints are escalated to Councillors when there is no other
defined route; for example, it may be noted that Children’s Services and
Health and Adult Services do not seem to be a particular feature of the
casework.

T

9.8.1 One area which generates a large number of cases, housing repairs, has
recently been the subject of review by the Housing and Anti-Poverty Scrutiny
Panel6.
9.8.2 Without in-depth analysis of the individual cases it cannot be said why
Planning and Highways appear to generate a large number of cases.

Transactional interactions tend have a clear foci – the application form, the
job number, or the case file (and which Directorate and section deals with it)
which create a data record. An information interaction might be about a
transaction (and be a repeat call), and may or may not be added to the data
record for the transaction. But a request purely for information might not
create a data record at all unless it goes through the Freedom of Information
process, or becomes Councillor casework, or an answer is given during
Questions at the meeting of full Council, for example.

R

9.9

AF

The Information Age

D

9.10 Information services also expend resources. Arising from the Freedom of
Information process, the Council has a Publication Scheme7 which aims to
display “readily available information” on the website so that the public does
not have to make Freedom of Information requests. Providing information
this way reduces costs, but it raises a question can the customer easily find
the information on the website? Ealing Council in its Customer Service Strategy
2017/18 – 2020/21 makes specific reference to webchat and the use of
artificial intelligence bots as a useful tool for helping customers to find
information or online forms. Redbridge Council is an example of a council
which now uses a chatbot8.
6

Housing and Anti-Poverty Scrutiny Panel March 2020
Greenwich Council Website Publication Scheme
8
Ilford Recorder 11 February 2019 Redbridge Council will roll robots out to ‘other services’ after a
chatbot has helped reduce customer bin calls by 25%
7
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10

Open Sessions

10.1 To get an immediate feel for the customer service experience two open
sessions were held for the public, and those who were not able to attend
were able to submit comments by email. These sessions followed the best
practice of listening to customers and allowed them to make comments
without the restraints a questionnaire imposes. The points raised are
summarised at Appendix I.
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10.2 It may be noted that
• The areas where issues were arising bore a resemblance to that of the
Councillor casework (Appendix H), with Housing related being the largest
area and Planning/Highways the next.
• The issues expressed with regard to housing repairs reflected the findings
from Officers (Appendix F)
• Some of the problems expressed related to requests for information
rather than transactional services
10.3 Issues of obvious poor customer service were raised: calls not answered,
emails not acknowledged, lack of clarity as to who deals with a matter, need
for repeat contact (whether by phone or email). Some of the issues raised
reflected some of the “seven primary categories that commonly cause friction
for customers” referred to in the Forbes article referenced above in Section
4.

D
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10.3.1 A particularly bad example involved an individual in a flat with a problem of a
leaking roof. Not only did this involve him repeatedly contacting the Council
it then became a complaint, which was escalated, and it was raised with a
Ward Councillor, and legal action had to be taken (for which the Council had
to pay him compensation). His Ward Councillor noted there were other flats
in the block with the same problem, and that there had not been a joined-up
response to the matter.
10.4 Arising from the session were a number of Suggestions, and a
recommendation will be for Customer Services to consider them.
11

Strategies

11.1 From the exercise comparing London local authorities websites for
publication of some sort of customer service standards, it was noted that
some authorities had published, or had otherwise available, Strategies relating
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to customer services (Ealing, Enfield, Hackney, Havering, Kensington and
Chelsea, Southwark and Westminster).
11.2 Common features of the Strategies is a connection with a Digital / ICT
Strategy, the cost of face to face service provision, a greater move online
which saves money, and some sort of aims and outcomes. Where feedback
from customers was mentioned the issues mentioned were familiar to those
encountered in this Review.
11.2.1 Ealing and Westminster refer to use of artificial intelligence, and Ealing in
addition also makes mention of bots.

T

11.2.2While Hackney and Southwark make reference to social media, Ealing and the
Royal Borough of Kensington and Chelsea give it greater consideration.
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11.3 In September 2020, Greenwich’s Cabinet agreed a Digital Improvement Plan9.
A Digital Strategy has been published on the Council’s website (and at
Appendix J). This includes workstreams over the next 4 years which address
concerns in relation to customer services, with clearly stated outcomes. Of
particular note for this Review are the aims that
• people get what they want first time
• different channels for customer services, including chat and text are
explored
• a best-of-breed contact centre and telephony system be implemented
• social media queries and communication be integrated into customer
services
• there be better data
• all back-office systems be review and refreshed

D

11.4 The Digital Strategy states some measures on which its success will be
judged. Of particular note for this Review are:
• reduced spend on customer services by reducing demand both over the
phone and face to face
• reduced failure demand across the council from double contact by black
holes in service, meaning business areas can realise efficiencies
• reduced complaints as services are redesigned to be easier to use
• reduced case work from escalation of complaints.
• improved customer services for those looking for the most common
services, indicated by customer satisfaction
• happier members with fewer customer complaints.
9

Cabinet 16 September 2020 Digital Improvement Plan
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11.5 The Council’s Digital Strategy is comparable in aims and outcomes with the
Strategies of the other boroughs mentioned.
12

Recommendations
Based on the findings of the Review, some recommendations are proposed.
Customer Services to amend the current published Customer Service
Standards with the following provisos
• That as they are corporate Standards the Chief Executive to authorise the
Head of Customer Services to engage with each Directorate in the
collection of such information as the Head of Customer Services deems
necessary to monitor those Standards
• That the Standards be linked with the Complaints webpage, and if a
customer feels the Standards have not been met that there be the facility
to complain specifically about them, and that complaints made this way are
reported to Scrutiny in the relevant report on customer services.
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R1

Reason: It was found that the existing Standards were about 15 years old, and that
they were not monitored on a corporate level. Linking them to the Complaints
webpage would help address the problem of them being ‘hard to find’. Complaints
specifically about failure to adhere to the Standards would provide data which is
currently lacking and allow Customer Services to know where problems were arising.
Each Directorate to supply Customer Services with a statement on what they
are doing now to reduce telephones calls, and to reduce ‘repeat calls’
(whether those ‘repeat calls’ are made by telephone or by email or by other
means)

R

R2

D

Reason: It was found that that there was no corporate oversight of the matter. The
Digital Strategy is a work in progress. The current decentralised nature means that
responsibility resides with each Directorate. The creation of a statement would
generate awareness of the problems, it might reveal good practices, and might
reveal difficulties that Directorates face which Customer Services may be able to
address now.

R3

Each Directorate to confirm to Customer Services that all public facing
sections within their Directorate • are not using voice mail unless for a specified reason agreed by the Chief
Executive
• use ‘group hunt’ on their telephone, or they have an arrangement for their
calls to be dealt with by the Contact Centre
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• use a generic email account (for example
housing.repairs@royalgreenwich.gov.uk) and that all members of that
section receive it
And for Customer Services to report back to Scrutiny in the relevant report
on customer services, with a table listing each public facing section indicating
those three points are in place, or if not the reason why.
Reason: To confirm the policy to remove impediments that result in calls going
unanswered but also to extend that to email. The exercise to provide a tabulated list
of sections to which this applies will provide focus on the matter.
For each job or transaction a customer makes they be given a timescale by
the section as to when that job or transaction is to be completed.

T

R4

R5

AF

Reason: It is a recognised good practice of customer services to provide an indication
as to when something which has been requested will be provided. With a timescale
provided the customer will not have need to contact the Council (perhaps multiple
times) before the given date.
That a job satisfaction survey be supplied to customers after jobs have been
completed, and the results of such surveys be collated and reported to
Scrutiny in the relevant report on customer services.

Customer Services and Members Services to undertake an analysis of those
areas of Councillors’ casework which generate the largest amounts of the
casework, other than housing repairs where the cause is known, to consider
if there is an underlying reason and if there is how that can be addressed by
Customer Services.
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R6

R

Reason: It is a recognised good practice of customer services to seek to ascertain
that the customer is happy with the end result. This specifically applies to housing
repairs, but Customer Services are encouraged to consider how this could be applied
elsewhere.

Reason: The data on Councillor casework revealed two Directorates generating
much more than others. It is understood that housing repairs are generating a lot of
Councillor casework, the reasons for that has been considered and attempts are
being made to address them. The reasons for the other large areas are not currently
understood and thus analysis is required.
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R7

Customer Services to consider the Suggestions made by the public (given in
Appendix I) to see if they are practical and implementable.
Reason: It is good practice to consider matters from the perspective of the customer;
both the Council and its customers want a ‘frictionless’ customer service. It may be
that some suggestions are not possible, or that they were to be implemented
anyway.

R8

Customer Services to consider the lessons learnt from the pandemic, what
effect did it have on customers, and were any good practices developed that
might be continued going forward

R9
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Reason: The pandemic necessitated a sudden and unplanned long-term closure of
the Contact Centres, for example, which will have affected many customers. It is
important to understand how this was dealt with and how it affects service provision
in future.
Scrutiny to invite customers to those scrutiny meetings that take a report on
customer services, to allow customers to give feedback and receive feedback
on customer services.
Reason: A Scrutiny meeting would give the matter an immediate and political weight
that a separate focus/feedback group, though valuable, might not be able to give.
Conclusion

R

13

D

Customer services are changing. There is an ever greater shift from telephone and
face to face interactions to electronic interactions. The Digital Strategy and its
workstreams give assurance that the Council is adapting to the changes and
addressing problems that arise in the area of customer services. However, the
Digital Strategy is a work in progress, and the Council cannot wait until it is
complete before tackling customer service issues.
We found that the published Customer Services Standards do need to be
reconsidered if they are to be meaningful and that if these are corporate standards
then they should apply to all elements of the Council that deal with customers, and
that includes ‘back office’ staff who might not actually meet or speak with customers
on a face to face basis.
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This also means a change for how Scrutiny monitors customer service performance.
It is not only a matter of considering how customers are dealt with at the Contact
Centre reception, or that telephones are answered, because customers are as likely
to be online as they are to be anywhere else.

D
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Councillor John Fahy would like to thank both Helen Jakeways and Rita Lovett for
their assistance in this Review.
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Appendix A

Overview and Scrutiny Work Programme 2019 – 2020
Resident’s proposal
Proposal: Customer Service Standards Review
To review the effectiveness of the existing RBG Customer Service Standards and
explore options for clarifying and rolling out a comprehensive Customer Charter
with a system for monitoring Service Standards across the work of the Call Centre,
Departments, Officers and Members.
Reason for proposal and links to Council Priorities
This would support Service Improvement and contribute to Council Priority
“Strong, Vibrant and Well Run Borough”.
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Evidence for proposal
The current Customer Service Standards are hard to find on the RBG website and
the measures described are on a different page from the overall Service
aspirations. There is considerable local and anecdotal evidence that published
response times to emails received by RBG staff and members from residents are
inconsistently adhered to, and the current mechanism for complaining when
response times are not met is unclear. Statistics relating to complaints,
compliments and comments are not published, neither are those related to call
centre effectiveness and it is unclear how these are used to share good practice or
improve service delivery and the resident experience of dealing with RBG.

D

Objectives
The objectives of this proposal would be to:
1. Review the existing Customer Service Standards to establish the extent to
which they are fit for purpose from a resident perspective
2. Review Call Centre statistics and identify number of calls which “get it right
first time”, e.g. those which do not generate “failure demand”1
3. Review good practice approaches adopted by other Local Authorities
4. Review existing mechanisms for capturing and regularly reporting on
customer complaints, comments and compliments

Outcome
To produce an actionable proposal for a new set of aspirations and service level
standards to be rolled out across RBG, developed in consultation with
residents. This proposal would include clarifying the mechanism through which
complaints, comments and compliments are consistently captured and actioned to
help improve Service Improvement and resident experience of dealing with the Call
Centre, RBG Officers and Members.
1

Seddon, John, Systems Thinking in the Public Sector (2008)

Appendix B

Customer Service Standards

Our standards
When we receive a written comment (letter, email, fax, text message) from you:






we will give you a full response, or let you know how we are dealing with the matter, within 10 working days
we will tell you who is dealing with the matter and tell you their name, direct line telephone number and in which
part of the Royal Borough of Greenwich they work
we will write to you in a way that is easy to understand and use languages other than English when appropriate.
We will arrange for a reply in Braille, large print or audio when requested
if it is not possible to deal with the matter within 10 working days we will tell you when you can expect to hear
from us and keep you informed of any changes
we will inform you when the request has been fulfilled.




we will answer within five rings
we will greet you in a friendly manner, giving our name and section
if the person you wish to contact is not available temporarily and you leave a message, someone will contact you
as soon as possible for an urgent matter, and within two working days on all other matters
we will only transfer your call if we are sure who to transfer the call to. Otherwise we will arrange to call you back
we only transfer your call to a phone answered by voice mail with your prior agreement.
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When we answer the telephone:

When you visit any of our buildings:


we aim to speak to you within 20 minutes of your arrival or appointment, but if we don't, we will let you know
when you can be seen and explain the reason.

Our reception areas will:
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be clearly signposted
have helpful and welcoming staff wearing name badges
be clean and tidy
have information about key council services in a range of different languages
offer interpreters and ensure they are available if booked in advance
have a free internal phone and access to a minicom or other appropriate means of communication in main reception
areas
provide facilities that will allow confidentiality when talking to staff
cater for the needs of visiting children and babies as far as possible.

When we visit your home or business:








we will make appointments wherever possible
we will normally identify ourselves as council employees or contractors with a name badge
when we arrive, we will explain who we are and the purpose of our visit
we will be polite, courteous and conduct our business efficiently
we will let you know what will happen next as a result of our visit
we will provide you with an opportunity to give us feedback on our service.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE IN PRIVATE VS PUBLIC SECTOR
Scrutiny Research Officer, August 2019
Customer service is the act of taking care of the customer's needs by providing
and delivering professional, helpful, high quality service and assistance before,
during, and after the customer's requirements are met While this definition is
true for both the private and public sector, there are some differences in their
approach.
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One of the main differences between the private and public sectors, when it
comes to customer service has to do with the degree to which the
organization can benefit financially from offering better customer service. One
can make the argument (and many do), that a company that offers better
customer service will fare better than companies that are perceived as
delivering poorer customer service, and people who make that argument
suggest that customer service improves profitability, via creating more loyal
customers, better customer retention, and even by creating “raving fans” that
will market the company via social media.
While that is not as true as one might think, it highlights a fundamental
difference between government and the private sector. For-profit businesses
“invest” in customer service in the hope that it will generate increased sales,
and lower marketing costs - generating some return on that investment (ROI).
Government, however, except for certain revenue generating situations, like
parks and tourism, cannot recoup costs associated with improving customer
service, so customer service is a cost centre.
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Below are some main differences between the private and public sector.

Table 1: Difference between Customer Service in Private and Public
Sector.
Policy attitude
Status of customers

Private Sector
Customers are hard to attract
and easy to lose due to
competition

Customer feedback

Considered to be the main
indicator of performance

Public Sector
The level of interaction with
customers is determined by
relevant law regulations or
historic practice
Analysed only in occasions
where the provision of the
service is being reviewed
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Output measurement

Measured in terms of what
customers are prepared to pay
and actually do pay (i.e. revenue)

Costs and investments

The assessment of costs and
investments are done in relation
to what customers are prepared
to pay for the output created by
inputs
The main criterion in terms of
the types of products to be
produced and the ways they are
going to be marketed and
serviced
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The ability and willingness of
individuals to pay for the services

Measured in inputs (such as
manpower, equipment,
buildings), instead of outputs (e.g.
the level of health and education
of citizens)
Cost control is done tightly
according to the government
budgets. The only factor to be
taken into account is the needs
for the service
Relevant only in a few
exceptional cases.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE STANDARDS

The main use of service standards is as a tool to confirm to management that
customers are receiving what they have been promised. Sales and marketing
colleagues will want to take the operational standards and develop them into
the sales pitch for the organisation.
While the enthusiasm is to be applauded, this approach will be resisted until
consistent performance has been achieved and sustained. Service standards,
and performance against those standards, should be reviewed regularly with
employees. It is important that they know how the organisation is performing.

D

Discussions about service standards can often generate ideas for process
improvement to further enhance service delivery.

Defining service standards
Service standards are usually defined in terms of:
 Timelines
 Accuracy
 Appropriateness
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Timelines: ‘Delivery in three days’ or ‘calls answered in 20 seconds’ are
phrases that give the essence of a service standard that involves a timeline.
These statements need to be defined precisely before they can be considered
as true service standards. ‘When does the clock start?’, ‘Are we expecting
100% success in the timeframe?’, ‘Is measurement based on working days or
calendar days?’, ‘Does this apply to all locations worldwide?’ and ‘Does this
apply 24 hours/day, 7 days/week?’ are some of the questions that have to be
asked in the process of defining the standard.

T

So an initial definition of ‘answer the phone within three rings’ may be
implemented as ‘Between 8am and 6pm on workdays, 95% of calls will be
answered by a human in 15 seconds and 100% in 40 seconds’.
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Similarly, an initial definition of ‘delivery within two days’ could become ‘For
addresses in the UK mainland, parcels will be delivered two working days after
receipt of the order’.

Accuracy: Customers expect accurate information and accurate deliveries –
only 100% is acceptable as a standard under this heading. ‘We got most of your
order right’ is a response that is not appreciated by a customer.
Examples of service standards reflecting the accuracy of a service are ‘the
information quoted in a telephone conversation is 100% accurate’ or ‘the
parcel received by the customer contained all the goods ordered by the
customer’.
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Appropriateness: How often do you hear the exclamation ‘they didn't
answer the question!’ Appropriateness is about ensuring that the customers'
expectations have been met, particularly in an enquiry situation.
An example

A customer writes to an organisation with a three-part enquiry. The customer
receives a response that is on time, totally correct in what it says – but fails to
address one of the three topics in the original enquiry. Such a response would
fail the appropriateness standard – again based on a 100% expectation.
‘100% of the customer's questions were addressed’ would be a good starting
point for such a standard.
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How do you create a set of service standards?
There are at least seven potential sources of information to help define the
service standards for an organisation:
Management
Employees
Existing customers
Potential customers
Lost or former customers
Competitors
Regulatory authorities

T
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Management: You should seek information from different levels of
management. However, do not rely solely on management input – existing
customers are a better source.

Employees: This group is too often overlooked – ‘what do they know?’ is a
view that has been expressed. In fact, employees interact with customers every
day, so they're are a really valuable source of information and will expect to
contribute to the process.
Existing Customers: These are a rich source of information. A few focus
groups will usually generate an excellent set of customer expectations.
Lost or Former Customers: Why did these customers not return? They
will probably be pleased to tell you.
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Potential Customers: What can you learn from people who are choosing an
alternative supplier? The sales team may give you some input but there is no
substitute for direct input from prospects.
Competitive Information: Mystery shopping and monitoring competitors'
web sites and literature can reveal useful input.
Regulatory Authorities: A regulator who sets service standards that must
be used governs the activities of some businesses. These standards can be
adopted.
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Review of Service Standards
Business economics, external factors and changes in the market place all have
an influence on service standards. Just as these factors change, so should an
organisation regularly review its service standards, probably every 12–18
months.

BEST PRACTICES FOR EXCELLENT CUSTOMER SERVICE IN
GOVERNMENT
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It is important to understand from the very beginning who your customers are,
and then develop a solution that meets their needs and expectations. Although
it seems obvious, organizations often design customer service programs
without really listening to their customers. By continuously listening to and
engaging customers, organizations can test new service initiatives and gather
timely feedback. This also ensures there is a human element involved. Agencies
need to make customer service a personal responsibility of every single
government worker.
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For new customer service initiatives to succeed, support and buy-in needs to
come from all areas, but senior level support is most important. To gather
senior level support, it is essential to develop a strong business case for
improved customer service and tie it into the mission of the agency.
Furthermore, leaders should develop standards for various departments so
every employee understands the business case for improved service and what
is expected of them.
Currently, there is a decentralized approach to customer service. However, to
improve customer service in government agencies need to collaborate, share
best practices, and learn from each other. By sharing information within and
across agencies, government can effectively move people to lower-cost, higher
service channels.
The same goals of government becoming more transparent, participatory and
collaborative can be applied to customer service. As agencies begin to share
more information with the public, there also needs to be some context and
human element, otherwise “it is just dumping data on the internet.” By tying
the two together, agencies can leverage existing programs to get better
information to the public more efficiently.
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Table 2: Best Practices From The Private Sector
Areas of Concern
What are the best mechanisms to solicit
customer feedback and integrate into a
feedback loop?

Best Practice






How do we set clear customer service
expectations and standards?



T



Use basic web analytics to get stats on
what customers are actually doing and the
words they are searching.
Add a link to a survey in employee
signature lines.
Use social media to get feedback – some
people may not want to fill out a full survey
but will tell you how you are doing.
Host focus groups.
Ask the employees on the front line what
common complaints are.
Engage the customer group in setting
expectations.
Society often defines what good customer
service is – keep up with customer
expectations across all experiences.
Setup closed loop sessions – Set
expectations, train staff, measure
performance, reward people, coach others
and continuous feedback loop.
There is the need to start with the
knowledge foundations to make sure
everything is built on a common platform.
Make sure to have Frequently Ask
Questions (FAQ) available.
Get a clear, simple mission and get
everyone involved.
Define hierarchy of needs – set the
knowledge information first, have a
consistent message across organizations,
conduct surveys, get everything solidify and
then add more advanced services.
Define who your most important
customers are (your key types of
customers).
Identify the key tasks to accomplish and
map out how they can be accomplished
across all channels.
Self-service where people can find info
without talking to a representative.
Think seasonal – Certain times of year
people want specific information. Prioritize.
When in earthquake, show that first. When
snow season coming around, highlight that.
Walk a mile in your customer shoes for
ideas
Mobile is key element.
Striking balance between interaction needs
and right tools.
Opt for user-friendly interfaces and
processes.
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How do we coordinate across service
channels, breaking down communication
tools further and identifying best services
channels?






How do you streamline processes to reduce
costs and accelerate delivery, while reducing
need for customer inquiries?
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What ways can we use innovative technology
to lower costs, decrease service delivery
times and improve customer experience?
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The Oracle White Paper published in March 2012 outlines how government
agencies can rise to meet customer service challenges by adapting eight
customer service best practices to their own situations. These will help fulfil
customer expectations while complying with internal mandates, improving staff
morale, gaining deeper insight into conditions that have an impact on the
agency mission while increasing productivity and reducing costs.
These eight best practices are:

2. Empower your customers.
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1. Establish a knowledge foundation.

3. Empower your frontline employees.
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4. Offer multichannel choice.
5. Listen to your customers.

6. Design seamless experiences.

7. Engage customers proactively.

8. Measure and improve continuously.

CUSTOMER FEEDBACK COLLECTION

D

Customer feedback is information provided by clients about whether they are
satisfied or dissatisfied with a product or service and about general experience
they had with a product or service provider. Their opinion is a resource for
improving customer experience and a guide for adjusting processes/actions to
satisfy their needs. If you do not know what your customers want for sure,
guessing is not the way to go. Research by ThinkJar’s CEO, Esteban Kolsky,
found that only 1 out of 26 unhappy customers complain. The rest will just
leave.
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Customer Feedback Surveys
Crafting a useful customer survey is no easy task. There are so many potential
questions you could be asking customers, but you have to be careful in your
approach. One way the web has made collecting surveys easier is to let you
test a longer more traditional survey versus a shorter survey that appears
onscreen as a customer browses your site. Links to surveys can also be sent
directly to customers to participate.

Email and Customer Contact Forms

T

Email is one of the most valuable ways to gather candid customer feedback.
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However, you can improve the way customers reach out to you via email and
maximize this channel’s effectiveness — all of these changes will create a better
experience for customers, too.
The three main elements you should focus on for soliciting feedback via email
are:


Assuring customers of a speedy response.



Creating an organized customer feedback system.



Sending candid follow-up emails.

Usability Tests
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Usability testing requires more upfront planning but delivers more insights. It
uncovers things customers sometimes do not know they are thinking about or
struggling with, and usually provides you with a clear path to make the
experience better. User testing is common for websites and web-based
products, but the fundamentals are applicable in any business. Let us say you
run a gym. Give a customer a free month to go to the gym 3-5 days a week
and keep a diary about their experience. Seeing the business through a
different lens uncovers little things that can make a huge difference.
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Exploratory Customer Interviews
Can direct outreach really be beneficial in getting feedback from customers?
Absolutely. Understanding your customers is often as easy as talking to them
directly. This direct outreach can also help fill in the gaps that less personal
forms of feedback tend to create.

Social Media
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Comment Boxes
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Listening through social media can prove particularly useful for gathering
candid feedback from customers. Direct comments or mentions on social
networks are not the only way for your business to collect customer feedback
- many social networks have polling tools built in.

Strategically inserted comment boxes at the end of pages draw candid feedback
that does not require employee monitoring or interrupt a user while they are
browsing a page.

On-site Activity (Via Analytics)
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What are your users telling you without telling you? Sometimes the best
feedback is received when users are candidly using your product (and not
being asked how they use it). To get a peek at these sorts of insights, you can
turn to analytics that highlight how users are interacting with your site.

Point of Sale (POS) terminals
Another great example of how customer feedback opportunities are shrinking
to fit inside every aspect of the customer journey. With some clever
programming, payment card terminals are transforming into polling machines.
As well as securely collecting your card details, some now capture your
response to key questions
Figure 1 below shows how to go about collecting feedback. It highlights
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Who to ask for feedback.
What to ask during feedback collection.
How to ask (Method of feedback Collection).
When to ask for feedback.
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Figure 1: Who, What, How and When to Ask For Feedback.

D

Source: Intercom.io
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Borough
LB Barking &
Dagenham
LB Barnet

Weblink(s)

https://www.lbbd.gov.uk/customer-service-standards
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LB Bromley

https://www.brent.gov.uk/your-council/about-brentcouncil/customer-services/brent-customerservices/customer-promise/

https://www.ealing.gov.uk/downloads/download/4572/c Strategy
ustomer_service_strategy

LB Hackney

aim 1 minute

1 minute

Standards

https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/yourStrategy
council/customer-experience-strategy/
https://www.royalgreenwich.gov.uk/info/200164/about_ Standards
the_royal_borough/546/customer_service_standards
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RB
Greenwich

within 10
minutes of
appointment

1day

https://www.croydon.gov.uk/democracy/feedback/our- Standards
customer-commitment

https://new.enfield.gov.uk/services/yourcouncil/customer-service-commitment/
LB Enfield

30 minutes

R

LB Ealing

Standards

https://www.bromley.gov.uk/info/200119/customer_ser Standards
vices

LB Camden
City of
London
Corporation
LB Croydon

Phone
Voicemail
Email
Social Media,
response time, response time, response time, response time,
within
within
within
within
1 day
Acknowledge 1
day, respond
10 days

https://www.barnet.gov.uk/your-council/policies-plans- Standards
and-performance/customer-service-standards

LB Bexley
LB Brent

‘Standards’ /
Contact
‘Charter’ / ‘Strategy’ centre, seen
within
Standards

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mjiuq8BR8-NGLdEaD4YM1HZyWTrpmbr/view

Strategy

Acknowledge 2
days,
Respond 10
days
Acknowledge1
day,
respond 5 days

Acknowledge 2
days,
respond 10
days
Acknowledge1 Respond
day,
within hour

3 minutes

20 minutes

5 rings

15 minutes

5 rings

Acknowledge
or respond 10
days
[recognises it is
a channel]
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LB
Hammersmith
& Fulham
LB Haringey https://www.haringey.gov.uk/contact/customer-charter Charter
Standards
https://www.harrow.gov.uk/council/customerservices/2?documentId=12863&categoryId=210283
LB Harrow

https://www.hounslow.gov.uk/info/20158/customer_ser Standards
vices/1711/customer_service_standards

RB
Kensington &
Chelsea
RB Kingston
Upon Thames
LB Lambeth

30 minutes

3 rings

15 minutes if
appointment
15 minutes

as quickly as
possible

as quickly as
possible

R

LB Islington

https://www.hounslow.gov.uk/downloads/file/189/custo Charter
mer_charter
https://www.islington.gov.uk/contact-us/customer-care- Standards
standard

Acknowledge 1
days,
respond 3 days

respond 10
days

respond 10
days

to a general
service email
address get
automatic
reply,
otherwise
acknowledge 2
days.
respond 10
days

https://www.rbkc.gov.uk/sites/default/files/atoms/files/C Strategy
ustomer%20Services%20Strategy%20for%20RBKC%202
020.pdf
? shared strategy with Sutton ? (shared IT service)

D

LB Hounslow

30 seconds
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https://democracy.havering.gov.uk/documents/s20784/C Not on main
ustomer%20Experience%20Strategy%20final.pdf
display, part of
LB Havering
report,
Strategy
https://hillingdon.gov.uk/media/1126/Customer-Service- Standards
Standards/pdf/Customer_Service_Standards_LB Hillingdon
_Revised_September_2018.pdf?m=1578994369533

15 minutes

https://www.lambeth.gov.uk/elections-andcouncil/about-lambeth/council-service-standards

Standards

[recognises it is
a channel]

within 10
minutes of
appointment

1 minute

Acknowledge 2
days,
respond 10
days
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https://lewisham.gov.uk/mayorandcouncil/aboutthecoun Standards
LB Lewisham cil/how-council-is-run/our-customer-promise

LB Newham
LB Redbridge

https://www.newham.gov.uk/contactinformation/contact-newhamcouncil/4?documentId=299&categoryId=20016

http://moderngov.southwark.gov.uk/documents/s67299/ Not on main
Appendix%201%20Customer%20access%20strategy%20 display, part of
refresh.pdf
report,
LB Southwark
Strategy inc
Standards as
appendix
https://www.sutton.gov.uk/info/200436/customer_servi Standards
ces/1056/customer_charter/3
LB Sutton
https://www.towerhamlets.gov.uk/content_pages/conta Standards
ct_us/customer_promise.aspx

R

LB Waltham
Forest

by the end of
next working
day

https://www.walthamforest.gov.uk/content/residentsfirst-charter-0
“We are currently reviewing our customer service
standards.”
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LB
https://www.wandsworth.gov.uk/customerWandsworth centre/service-standards/
https://committees.westminster.gov.uk/documents/s363
City of
11/Appendix%201.pdf
Westminster

15 days

Standards

https://www.richmond.gov.uk/council/how_we_work/c Standards
LB Richmond
orporate_customer_standards
Upon Thames

LB Tower
Hamlets

5/10 rings

AF
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LB Merton

https://www.merton.gov.uk/assets/Documents/0775_cu Charter
stomer_service_charter.pdf

within 10
minutes of
appointment
30 minutes

Standards

Standards

Not on main
display, part of
report,
Strategy

10 minutes

30 minutes

5 minutes if
appointment

5 rings

by the end of
the next
working day

Acknowledge
or respond 10
days
[recognises it is
a channel]

to a general
service email 2
days
to a general
service email
by next day

Appendix E
11 October 2019
Questions to the then acting Head of Customer Services
Q: Are the Customer Standards monitored, in view of the fact that the “Our
Standards” is explicit as to what will happen when a customer contacts the
Council

T

A: These are adhered to within customer services and comprehensive
statistics are available. I have some data in relation to service that use
the contact centre technology to manage their phone calls but I have no
sight of how emails, post etc from other departments is handled or
whether this is within these standards.
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Q: If not, why not, and is feedback regarding customer standards received by
other means, is it available, and what is done with it?
A: Many years ago when I was in the riverside centre it was part of my
remit to regularly visit all the other customer facing areas of the council
and ascertain whether they are adhering to these standards. To my
knowledge this is not done anymore. This would be a massive piece of
work to collate this information and I don’t believe I have the mandate
to do so.

Q: Have you done any best practice benchmarking etc on customer services
other London boroughs?

D

A: As I said it’s not possible to benchmark against other authorities as
we all have different offers. I could get information regarding the
standards they have in place not whether they are meeting them,

Q: Does Customer Services have oversight of customer performance of back
office areas?
A: No
Q: Can a statistical comparison of the performance of telephone calls being
answered by Corporate Contact Centre compared to back office extensions
be provided?
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A: To a degree yes (attached as annexe)
Q: Do customers receive an acknowledgement that their email has been
received?
A: If they email the contact centre then, yes. However, it is up to the
service area to arrange for an auto response and there are no standards
and no consistency in the response. For example, I know of one service
area where the response says “our office is very busy and we treat
emails the same way we treat other post and we will do our best to
respond in 20 days”
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Q: Has there been any recent examples of a service area which has moved
from phone based service to digital channels?
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A: Yes the blue badge application is now fully online and we are working
on integrations of other services.

Q: How is the performance of digital customer services monitored –
- Onlineforms.
A: Lots of online forms result in an email being sent to the Contact
Centre. The KPI for the contact centre is to respond to emails within 1
day. Where an online form does not go to the contact centre I have no
sight of the performance of these forms
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- Email
For example, is there any way to record how quickly an email enquiry is
responded to, as we record how quickly telephone calls are responded to?
A: No, this is not possible.

Q: Is there any calculation, however rough, of the expected number, or the
percentage, of customers that could be transferred - From phone to digital
A: From speaking to other boroughs, informally, it has been in the region
of 20% but this is where the websites have been very transactional with
full integrations going straight to the back office systems.
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- From reception areas to digital.
A: The figures quoted above relate to all customer services both front
line and telephony.
Q: If the intention is to move customers from telephone/reception to online
digital services is there any guidance/help for those who might find using online
services difficult?

(This information is from the Web team)
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A: Yes, the intention would be for customer service staff to support in
the service centres. As more goes online then there would be surgeries
throughout the borough with customer service staff acting as digital
champions.
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Q: How was best practice arrived at, was anyone consulted externally with
regard to considering design of forms, were other boroughs looked at?
A: Forms on the website are built using the same CMS software which is
used for other kinds of content on the site. The CMS software was
procured prior to the launch of the current website, following a full
tender process in which the all functionality of the competing products
was evaluated, including the available functionality for producing online
forms. (N.B. This applies to the main council website – forms on other
council websites may be powered by other third party products.)
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The visual design of forms was undertaken as part of the overall website
design, which was informed both by the design of other council websites
and consultation with Greenwich residents. Consultation included eyetracking sessions in which residents were asked to complete tasks on
the website which included using forms.

Q: Are all online forms fit for purpose? Who monitors the accessibility of
online forms, each directorate or is it done corporately?
A: Yes, though there is room for improvement in some cases. The form
builder within the CMS has recently been upgraded, and we are in the
process of migrating all existing forms across, which will allow us to take
advantage of new functionality, whilst making improvements to forms
where necessary.
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Accessibility of forms is monitored along with all other content on the
website using a range of online monitoring tools. This monitoring is
undertaken by the web technical and communications teams.
Q: Where do online forms go, to customer services or backoffice?
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A: This varies from form to form, but in the majority of cases forms are
submitted directly to service teams by email, or via direct integrations
into back office systems. Work is underway to integrate specific online
forms with Dynamics CRM. When complete, customer services will
have visibility of all the customer requests/issues which are raised using
the integrated forms.
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Q: Has there been, or is there regularly, any ‘mystery shopper’ type checking
of online forms, if so is any feedback available?
A: We’ve not undertaken any ‘mystery shopper’ type checking, but
forms are of course checked by the web technical or communications
team before being made live. Forms are also signed off by the relevant
service, and in the case of more complex forms a formal UAT process is
undertaken with the service. Re-checking of forms is also undertaken as
part of website maintenance.

Q: Is it possible to provide a web chatbot for online customers?

D

A: The council doesn’t currently have any chatbot facility on the website.
A solution would need to be procured in order to make such a facility
available.
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Overall Incoming Calls (Not inc
Voicemail)

ConsolidatConsolidatConsolidated
159581
29395 188976
164904
42738 207642
148670
34174 182844
168559
38815 207374
146383
32252 178635
157957
48077 206034
946054 225451 1171505

ConsolidatConsolidated Abd %
84.45%
15.55%
79.42%
20.58%
81.31%
18.69%
81.28%
18.72%
81.95%
18.05%
76.67%
23.33%
80.76%
19.24%
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Contact C Corp Rec Contact C Corp Ans Contact C Corp Ab Contact C Corp Ans %
Apr-19
67806 121,170
54598 104,983
13208 16,187
80.52%
86.64%
May-19
70740 136,902
51873 113,031
18867 23,871
73.33%
82.56%
Jun-19
63965 118,879
46948 101,722
17017 17,157
73.40%
85.57%
Jul-19
74911 132,463
56230 112,329
18681 20,134
75.06%
84.80%
Aug-19
67158 111,477
51879 94,504
15279 16,973
77.25%
84.77%
Sep-19
71370 134,664
54354 103,603
17016 31,061
76.16%
76.93%
75.94%
83.41%
Apr-Sep 20 415950 755555 315882 630172 100068 125383
75.94%
83.41%
24.06%
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Appendix F
13 January 2020
Discussion with Head of Customer Services (HCS) and Head of Repairs and
Maintenance (HRM)

T

The Head of Customer Services explained that the contact centre provided
support to the back office. For housing repairs, the contact centre advised
customers and gave a job number. For Advice and Benefits they just took a
message, and advised customers what they could do. Similarly the contact
centre ran some other services but not all.

R
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The contact centre provided information on how to do things, but did not
necessarily process transactions. Form filling was not generally possible online
at the moment, they just created an email. In the future there would be
integration. At moment transactions passed between contact centre and back
office, in future will be unmediated transaction. The aim was to get it all done
online, and they would provide training for people throughout borough to do
it online. RBG still had paper parking permits, they needed to be digital.
FixMyStreet was being looked at.

D

The Head of Customer Services said the ideal would be to have one number,
but they were not able to do that. Revenues for example were a third of calls.
The current phone system was no longer able to manage. They would be
getting a new phone system. The new system could store contact details so
they could target people, and send them a message.
They would like chatbot for the website. They were also looking at the use of
texting as well. They could then tweet an area for those that were signed up
for alerts.
The Head of Repairs and Maintenance explained that at present systems were
not talking to each other, for example their system did not state if land is was
in council or private ownership. A problem for Housing Repairs was staff
turnover.
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Q: Was RBG unique in having a contact centre?
HCS: No, other boroughs had them as well.
Q: What happened with calls that fail to get answered?
HCS: The idea was to route calls not answered to contact centre. It might be
that staff had not log in phone. The Head of Customer Services did not have a
mandate to tell directorates to answer their phones. The new phone system
was only for the contact centre at the moment.

R
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Q: Were staff now allowed to switch voice mail on?
HRM: Voice mails meant a record of the call, not just that they were aware of
missed calls but that they knew what the call had been about
HCS: When voicemail was removed what should happen is that calls were
redirected.
Q: Was it possible to identify the number of calls not dealt with right the first
time?
HCS: No. It might be possible to get some information when a job order was
updated. New integrated system would show updates so if someone rang back
we would see on our system what situation was

D

Q: Where do complaints go?
HCS : Complaints go to directorates

Q: Was the published Customer Service Standards fit for purpose?
HCS: The Standards needed to be looked at. It was thought that webpage info
might be from circa 2005.
Q: Relationship with social media?
HCS / HRM: Not aligned with social media yet
HRM: Not able to respond directly to things put on social media, that had to
go through the media team
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Q: A constant issue if housing repairs. What is the process?
HRM: They go to contact centre then to us. Get a job number. They were
upgrading the appointment system so got better time slots. The new system
was more efficient in way jobs allocated to operatives throughout day. The
way resident satisfaction was judged was that works were completed. Issues
arose when a job changed team

R
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Q: Repairs generated a large number of complaints for councillors. Matters
were not communicated well. One person looked at what needed repairing,
then left rather than deal with it. Sometimes 2 or 3 operatives come out, the
process was extended, one call did not do it all
HRM: An issue was between simple jobs and where there were difficult
problems, and where operative looked at a job but then got someone else to
do job. They had to embed getting operatives to inform them what happened if
they did a visit and there had to be a change or different works undertaken.
What they needed was to get one person do multiple jobs, there would be a
skills assessment.

D

Q: Did the website provide sufficient information in relation to housing
repairs?
HRM: It was thought that the website was sufficient
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Appendix G
27 January 2019
Discussion with Assistant Director Access and Digital (ADAD) and Head of
Communications and Digital (HCD)

T

The Assistant Director Access and Digital explained that what was is needed
was a new suite of digital services, to provide a ‘frictionless customer service’,
in particular housing repairs, parking permits, council tax. It was recognised
that customers should not be contacting the Council to find out why stuff not
done. This would mean a reduced use of the contact centre.
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Staff needed the technology and the digital skills. There had to be cross cutting
across silos. They needed to change internal process to meet external
expectations, they needed a business process model. It was thought this would
take 2-3 years
They needed to look at what outcome customers wanted.
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They would work with the London Office for Technology & Innovation (LOTI).
RBG currently used outmoded software, which was heavy weight, the
preference now was for lightweight open ware. They would also work with
other boroughs, to achieve economies of scale, but also to work in a
fundamental different way. They would be seeking to adhere to the ‘open
standards’ principles. RBG was 3-5 years behind other boroughs, but a benefit
was that they could avoid mistakes in catching up.
Social media would be included as part of customer service because people
used social media, they used it because they did not have to fill in a form and it
was quick
The Head of Communications and Digital advised that they got about 5
customer service queries a day on social media. They had to think about how
they brought social media usage forward, it should not be done in an ad hoc
way. They would be aware of comments on the Council’s social media but not
if it was elsewhere. It was said that social media was where people like to be
angry. The Head of Communications and Digital added that it was recognised
that they needed to build trust. There was long history of poor expectations
in relation to some services
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Q: An issue with turnover of staff was that no one told replacement about
what was being carrying on which was frustrating for customers?
ADAD: They needed to look at the internal processes
Q: A problem for some customer was when calls got shunted from section to
section?
ADAD: That highlighted silo working. What was need was cross team
functioning

T

Q: Would the new telephone system improve customer service performance?
ADAD: The new telephone system would not fix all problems

AF

Q: Will use be made of texting?
ADAD: Yes, but it needed to be right for users

R

Q: What the situation with FixMyStreet?
HCD: it was popular with people but it had been not integrated well with the
Council’s system. If it was not getting response it was because it not was
connecting correctly with anyone in the Council.

D

Q: How empower those to do the job, to meet the needs of the customer
ADAD: They had got to invest in technology. The payback from investment
would be in 2 years time. They would have greater self service, and so contact
would be reduced.
Q: Would changes make the contact centre surplus to requirements?
ADAD: No, they would get new skills, for example as web chatbot agent. Face
to face contact was costly and contact centre the most expensive way of doing
it. Electronic contact was the cheapest
Q: Some customers were not digital
ADAD: Demographics change
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Q: What were the timescales for the changes?
ADAD: it would be a 4 year programme for the whole lot. They had to
overhaul 5 critical services, which were high volume services, They would look
at the high cost systems, which were the most irritating for the public. They
had got a capital envelope to invest

D
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The Assistant Director Access and Digital warned that stagnation was always
the risk with IT
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Casework by Year
4683
4448
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Count of Casework Reference ID

4K

1K

0K

2018

2019

Year

Casework by Directorate (2018)
DAOPS 1 (0.02%)
OU - Communities and Enviro… 14 (0.3%)
OU - Council Tax 35 (0.75%)
OU - Housing and Safer Communities; OU - Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills
67 (1.43%)

T

OU - DCE-Parks 91 (1.94%)
OU - Health and Adults 104 (2.22%)

OU - DCE-Street Services
244 (5.21%)

D

(Blank) 263 (5.62%)

R

OU - Communities and Environment
144 (3.07%)

AF

OU - Children's Services
108 (2.31%)

OU - Housing and Safer Communities
1378 (29.43%)

OU - Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills
1778 (37.97%)

Casework by Directorate (2019)
OU - Communities and Environme… 4 (0.09%)
OU - Finance/CE 54 (1.21%)
OU - EXTERNAL 84 (1.89%)
OU - Health and Adults 91 (2.05%)

T

(Blank) 105 (2.36%)

OU - Children's Services
125 (2.81%)

D
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OU - Communities and Environment
388 (8.72%)

AF

OU - DCE-Street Services
122 (2.74%)

OU - Housing and Safer Communities
1560 (35.07%)

OU - Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills
1612 (36.24%)

Casework by Service (2018)
OU - CoSer-Asset Management; OU - Housing and Safer Communities
328 (7%)

OU - Feedback HR Complaints 2 (0.04%)
OU - DRES Business System… 3 (0.06%)

OU - DRES Planning and Building Control
305 (6.51%)

OU - CoSer-West Tenancy 4 (0.09%)
OU - CoSer-Income; OU… 5 (0.11%)

T

OU - DRES Planning an… 7 (0.15%)
OU - Communities an… 7 (0.15%)
OU - Legal Assigned … 10 (0.21%)
OU - CoSer-Housing… 13 (0.28%)
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OU - DRES Regener… 16 (0.34%)
OU - DRES Traffic; … 19 (0.41%)

D

OU - Communities and Environment
55 (1.17%)

R

OU - CoSer-Pollution; OU - Housing and Safer Communities
25 (0.53%)
OU - DRES Capital Programmes and Maintenance
31 (0.66%)
OU - DRES Busine… 33 (0.7%)
OU - DCE-Waste 36 (0.77%)
OU - CoSer-East Tenancy; OU - Housing and Safer Commu…
37 (0.79%)
OU - CoSer-Asset Management
42 (0.9%)
OU - CoSer-Environmental Health (Residential); OU - Housing…
47 (1%)

(Blank) 298 (6.36%)

OU - DRES Traffic; OU… 60 (1.28%)

OU - DCE-Street Services
262 (5.59%)

OU - Housing and Safer Communities
197 (4.21%)

OU - DRES Highways 190 (4.06%)

OU - DRES Parking Enforcement
189 (4.04%)

OU - CoSer-Housing O… 75 (1.6%)

OU - Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills
178 (3.8%)

OU - DRES Planning and Building Control; OU - Regeneration, Enterprise and Skills
92 (1.96%)

OU - DRES Traffic 154 (3.29%)
OU - DCE-Parks
146 (3.12%)

OU - CoSer-Housing Allocations; … 148 (3.16%)

Casework by Service (2019)

CoSer - Planned Works Fire Safe… 1 (0.01%)

OU - DRES Planning and Building Control
630 (6.9%)

OU - CoSer-Housing Option… 3 (0.03%)
OU - CoSer-Trading Stand… 5 (0.05%)

OU - DCE-Street Services 553 (6.06%)

OU - CoSer-Asset Mana… 7 (0.08%)
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OU - CoSer-Asset Man… 10 (0.11%)
OU - Legal Assigned FOI 13 (0.14%)
CoSer - Capital Works… 14 (0.15%)
OU - DCE-Street Serv… 19 (0.21%)
OU - DRES Parking E… 22 (0.24%)
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OU - CoSer-Safer C… 31 (0.34%)
OU - CoSer-Enviro… 34 (0.37%)
OU - CoSer-West T… 40 (0.44%)
OU - DCE-Waste 43 (0.47%)
OU - CoSer-Polluti… 44 (0.48%)
OU - DRES Parkin… 56 (0.61%)

OU - DRES Highwa… 79 (0.87%)
OU - CoSer-Housing Options
82 (0.9%)

D

OU - DRES Business Systems and Resources
88 (0.96%)

R

OU - DRES Traffic; … 61 (0.67%)
OU - CoSer-West Tenancy; OU - Housing and Safer Commu…
66 (0.72%)
OU - DRES Capital … 70 (0.77%)

(Blank) 540 (5.91%)

OU - DRES Planning and Building Control; OU - Regeneration, Enterpri…
94 (1.03%)

OU - CoSer-Asset Manag… 120 (1.31%)

OU - CoSer-Housing Options; OU - Housing and Safer Communities
178 (1.95%)

OU - CoSer-Asset Management; OU - Housing and Safer Co…
503 (5.51%)

OU - DRES Highways
445 (4.87%)

OU - DRES Parking Enforcement
432 (4.73%)

OU - DRES Traffic 369 (4.04%)

OU - DCE-Parks 325 (3.56%)
OU - CoSer-Housing Allocations; OU - Housing and Safer Communities
289 (3.17%)
OU - Housing and Safer Communities 223 (2.44%)

Appendix I
Comments and suggestions raised by public attendees at open
sessions 23 October 2019, and via email.

T

Attendees
KO-G, SM, PI (East Greenwich Residents Association), SK (Greenwich Society)
KW, TT, JO, HJ, JI, JC, MF (Positive Plumstead Project)
By email
KJ (Asian Community Centre), JK, ML (Greenwich Housing Society), KW, CL,
SG, JM
Service Area
Environmental Health
Housing

Specific Issues
It is the way Officers contact you, wording of letter
When contact Officers, not get a response so give up
Phoned, took 10/15 minutes to get to person, and then
someone tell you the person you looking for not in
Why can they not supply a work email address, then at
least get a record (tenancy officers)
Dissatisfied with how treated in applying for Blue Badge, in
particular how the supply of required documents was dealt
with 1
A problem was signing off the job, unless resident came
back to Officers then the case was just deemed to be
closed

Service Area
Waste Services
Housing
Housing

D
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Complimentary Remarks
Late night noise service is great, they came out
Got a good neighbourhood Officer. He is there for coffee
mornings
ASB team good

1

Safer Communities

Housing
Adult Services

Housing

The section subsequently explained that there was an issue with regard to the supply of
the correct documentation, the section must follow legal guidance. There was a crossover
period with regard to completing the online form and supplying the correct documentation.
The applicant complained via a Councillor though by that time the correct documentation
had been received and the Blue Badge issued
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Housing / Repairs

No one returns calls. Not clear who deals with matters
Calls not answered – When they do pick up then
transferred to another person. If call transferred to
council tax just never get through
It’s the personal attitude of staff in contact centre, it is way
they treat customers which sometimes leads to the
problems there
Different response rate from Councillors
Inconsistent responses
Never get a response from Parking, unless escalate the
matter
Why is the person answering not empowered to deal with
matter? So they just pass on it on
Website not user friendly, Search facility is poor. Got
answer from a national website as not available on local
website. Difficult to track documents on website. Difficult
to navigate on mobile
Lack of resolution, communication ceased
Lack of acknowledgement of emails
Assured that someone is looking into my complaint - but
nothing ever comes of my phone calls
[seeking replacement toilet] Left holding on phone for
over half an hour, have to give up, frustrating. Now taken
to emailing numerous times and have still not had a reply
or phone call. 3

Housing
Finance

T

Damp in flat, problem originates in a property above but
Council will not enter that property, went to Stage 2 in
Complaints, no one from Tenancy would visit, was then
threatened with eviction - “Why take me to court to deal
with a simple leak above?” - so had to take legal action
against the Council [was successful and offered
compensation]. When painter did arrive he wanted to
paint while water still coming though roof 2

Customer Services

D
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Councillors
Planning / Highways
Highways

2

Contact Centre
Communications

Highways
Planning Enforcement
Street Services

Housing (Capital
Works)

This is a constituent case for Councillor Ivis Williams who commented that there had been
a struggle to get access to the flat where the leak was coming from as the leaseholder lived
abroad. There was an issue of how systems talked to each other, Councillor Williams was
dealing with four cases in that block which had not been linked up.
3
It was subsequently acknowledged this should have been escalated into a complaint and
that was not done
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Have to repeatedly contact the Council over each matter.
Many staff are arrogant in dealing with customers. Had to
resort to Ombudsman

Refuse, Planning,
Parking,
Environmental
Services
Home Ownership
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Received no apology or empathy regarding overpayment
issue [where Council at fault]
A number of times emails not passed on, instead told to
do it myself
Appalling quality of the council's written engagement with
leaseholders. Important matters such as capital works and
consultations are communicated via letters that are
unintelligible to people who don't work at local
authorities.
Not allowed to complain (via telephone) directly to Waste Contact Centre
Services manager, contact centre refused to put
complainant through

General Issues

D

 ‘failure demand’ – people have to ring again because problem not solved
in first instance
 While there is a given timescale for expecting a response people still
have to chase it up
 Who takes ownership, what is the relationship between contact centre
and officers
 No one follows up when something is passed from x to y [to another
team or section]
 Once an officer leaves cases are dropped
 Sometimes you get half an answer in response to a query
 The complaints process has become anonymous. Where is the
accountability and oversight
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Suggestions

4.
5.

6.
7.
8.

R
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9.
10.
11.

Housing Officers should have direct line
The complaints form should automatically notify Ward Councillors
A satisfaction sheet should be given to residents to complete to say
whether a job is done or not
Look at the system of how telephone customers are transferred, and
how the caller can get back to beginning
Maybe discourage calling and promote sending emails as then public got
something in writing, (accept some residents have difficulties with using
email). If people who could use email did so, then that reduce use of the
phone system
Need a complaints charter
The Council needs feedback, no one knows what is going on
Have psychologists present to deal with customers who get emotional at
contact centre
Have filtering at contact centre
Where website offers contact email it should also have cc to Councillors
Each directorate needs to ensure email/phone details on website are up
to date
Empower front line staff to solve problems
Ward Councillors should have own Ward-based Facebook site
Have an electronic way of rating the person you dealt with
Use mystery shoppers
Have a searchable phone book

T

1.
2.
3.

D

12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
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Royal Borough of Greenwich
Digital Strategy 2020-2024
Introduction
This strategy describes the approach that we are going to take over the coming years to make
Royal Borough of Greenwich a truly digital council as well as a truly digital borough.

T

We want Greenwich to be a borough where everyone can thrive; where our residents can be
healthy; where everyone can access the services they need - however they need to; where
everyone feels safe; and where we meet our climate ambitions. This is set out in our
corporate plan: this strategy builds on that plan.

R
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Becoming a digital council isn’t about implementing new technology for the sake of it, but
about fundamentally improving our resident, visitor, business and staff experience through
simpler, better services and tools.
‘Digital’ not a set of activities – as much as anything it is a mindset, of being service-oriented
and adaptive, and having an absolute focus on improving people’s lives. True transformation
involves not just putting services online, but totally rethinking how those services are offered.
It’s a cross-functional activity, involving teams from across the council as well as outside.
Our vision is for a happier, healthier and more joined-up borough through the use of modern
technology and data. This was already an urgent need, but the covid-19 pandemic has
accelerated both the urgency and the will to change.
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Now is the right time to focus on action.

If we successfully deliver this strategy over the next 4 years, we will have achieved:
● a fundamentally better resident experience of interacting with the council, both through
services and information. People will be able to get what they want from us, the first
time they try, and not need multiple touch points to do simple tasks.
● happier, more efficient staff, who are equipped with all the technology they need to do
their jobs. They will have had some of their manual work taken away in favour of being
able to focus on higher-value tasks.
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● a better understanding of our residents, through the smarter use of joined-up data. We
will be using modern technology to join data sets and get insights which allow us to
continuously improve our services and make better decisions
● a more sustainable financial model, where we are able to improve service delivery while
maintaining or reducing our cost base
● a positive impact on our climate commitment, through a radical reduction in the use of
paper and associated service like postage
● a more cohesive and joined-up council, through increasing cross-functional project work,
sharing budgets and goals, and being more transparent.
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This will be a 4-year programme of work (in terms of capital expenditure - keeping up with
modern technology and services is actually a lifetime’s work).

Progress so far

We are by no means starting from scratch in this transformation exercise. Over the last year
we have:
●
●

●
●

D

●

hired our first assistant director for Digital and Customer Services
signed the Local Digital Declaration, a public pledge along with hundreds of other councils
to meet high standards for our technology and digital services and adopt digital culture
and ways of working
been an active member of the London Office of Technology and Innovation
put our office productivity tools into the cloud, giving us a huge boost towards achieving a
mobile workforce
provision over 1000 new mobile devices to enable remote working
procured a low-code platform, Digital Place, to accelerate the delivery of new services
swiftly pivoted to home working during the covid-19 pandemic, learning a huge amount
and giving us a solid foundation to build from
enabled multi-factor authentication across our office apps, allowing new levels of security
both from home and the office

●
●

●

Vision
We want to use the best of modern digital, technology and data to radically transform our
services to residents, visitors, businesses, and staff. We will improve the experience and
outcomes of our residents, enabling them to thrive whatever their circumstances, and use
technology to rethink how we operate as a council so that we continuously improve our
resident offer while enabling a modern, efficient and satisfied workforce.
We will achieve this through 6 workstreams:
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Workstream 1: build new resident services offered online by default, with support on other
channels for those who need it.
Workstream 2: give our people the tools they need to do the job
Workstream 3: get better with data
Workstream 4: make our infrastructure and systems modern, secure and interoperable
Workstream 5: build digital capability
Workstream 6: support innovation across the borough

Approach to delivery

Our strategy will be enabled by working to the following principles, which will guide all of
our digital, technology and data transformation activity:

D

1. A relentless focus on resident needs
Our services transformation will focus on meeting the needs of our residents, particularly
those who are most vulnerable. We will use research and data to better understand need in
our borough, and will use this to build and develop products and services to meet those
needs.
We will make our services accessible to all, working to improve our digital inclusion and not
leave anyone behind. We will test all services to make sure they are simple and intuitive, and
support those who are unable or unwilling to go online.
2. Being data-led in our decision-making
We will drive our digital strategy through the data we gather about user need. We will be in
close contact with our residents and staff, developing analytics and a body of research which

will guide what we do and when. We will invest in meeting common need, ensuring we use
our time and money wisely and making sure we can measure success and continuously
improve every aspect of our services

T

3. Treating our staff as valued users
Our staff’s time is precious, and we will take the same rigorous approach to internal service
development as external. We will be data-led, working with our staff to understand what
they need to do their jobs. We will use the best of modern services to take the drudgery out
of processes, leaving them to focus on external users.
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4. We will continuously develop our services and products
We will leave the era of ‘big bang IT’ and large outsourced contracts behind. We will work to
bring our core services and platforms in-house, where we can better control and iterate them
to meet user need. We will not leave technology to stagnate where it gathers risk, but
continuously improve each service to make sure it keeps pace and allows us to iterate what
we can offer.
5. One council, one team
Our aim to become a digital council necessitates true team work - with shared goals and
shared teams. We will build cross-functional teams for everything we do, empowering these
teams to build and realise their own goals. We will give people the space they need to deliver,
sharing knowledge and working in the open across the council and with the wider borough.
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6. Agile and iterative delivery
We will embrace new ways of delivering on our intentions, moving from large, static and
opaque programmes, to small, iterative work packages backed up with research and data. We
will invest in reducing bureaucracy and paperwork, allowing our people to get on with their
core work and encouraging them to be open in their processes. We will document what we
do proportionately, stripping away abstract process in favour of quick, data-driven decision
making.

Workstream 1: build new resident services which are online
by default, with extra help for those who need it
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People expect services to be online and available on any device; they should no more fill in
a long form to get access to a simple council service than they would if they were ordering
from Amazon. They should be able to pay via a range of online means, just like in their
everyday lives. They should experience seamless services from us, with clear feedback
loops on the channels of their choice. This will reduce failure demand to our customer
service teams and lines of business, and improve our resident, visitor and business
experience of us.
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The intended outcomes of this workstream are that:

● most of our residents choose to interact with us online by preference (at least two thirds,
not including complex case work)
● that in 80% of our interactions with residents, whether for information or transactional
services, that people get what they want first time, unaided
● users rate our online services ‘good’ or ‘excellent’ more than 85% of the time
● users understand our website and associated information, meaning they don’t have to
contact us if we have put the information online
● residents are easily able to participate in democratic processes online
● residents trust our online presence, relying on consistent design and content to know
they are interacting with us and only us

D

To do this we will:

● build a suite of new digital services in a data-driven priority order, focusing on currently
poor areas of resident experience, high-volume services, and highly manual process.
● deliver a series of service-by-service transformation programmes enabled by technology.
● transform the work of our customer services team, reducing their administrative burden
and focusing them on supporting the digitally excluded and particularly vulnerable
● explore different channels for customer services, including chat and text

D
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● design and deliver on an assistive technology care strategy (to be published at a later
date), to help our more vulnerable and older residents achieve the best possible quality
of life
● implement a best-of-breed contact centre and telephony system, ensuring residents can
contact and hear from the council reliably and consistently
● integrate our social media queries and communication into customer services
● consider working across the borough with existing community groups and charities to
put digital enablement and skills out where people can find them more easily - this in
turn will help more of our residents use new online services.
● undertake user research and continuous feedback with residents to understand what
they need from us and create a prioritised backlog of work and associated roadmap
● put payments online for all payable services, making the council cashless for all but the
most vulnerable
● consolidate and redesign our websites, making them clearer and more accessible. We
will introduce consistent, mobile-first design patterns, iterating based on user needs.
● undergo a full review across our many websites, stripping out underused content and
redesigning all content around resident need
● introduce peer-led service standards assessments, using the experience of our friends in
other councils to help make our services better
● experiment with new technologies and channels where sensible, to help us offer better
services - such as chat, machine learning and process automation
● renew our online consultation platform, helping users to get their voices heard and
ability to respond to what residents and businesses need from us
● transform how we develop digital services, moving from outsourced ‘big IT’ to small,
cross-functional teams using agile ways of working and frequently releasing new features
through modern, cloud-based platforms wherever possible
● undertake a comprehensive review of all current digital services, technologies and
platforms across the council, giving us the solid data we need to prioritise our work

Workstream 2: give our people the tools they need to do the
job
At the moment, the council is still fairly paper-based. Not everyone trusts or understands
modern technology, and we default to existing manual ways of working.

T

More than that, our current internal technology prevents us from unlocking the potential
for mobile working. Given the covid-19 crisis, we envisage a council where people can work
equally easily from wherever they are, which embraces what technology can offer, and
makes life easy for those serving users.
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Our intended outcomes for this workstream are that:
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● all council staff have access to work devices that as well as being modern, fit for purpose
and help them do their jobs, are also easy and enjoyable to use
● that council staff can work from anywhere (with the exceptions of jobs which need to be
done in a specific location, such as parks and open spaces), with an equally good
experience. This includes reliable systems access, sufficient bandwidth and telephony,
with the right assistive technology for those who need it
● all corporately-held collaboration tools are held in the cloud, meaning people can work
together, share and store data efficiently no matter where they are
● council technology provides demonstrable value for money, with the right tool for the
right job and integration points between services which allow them to easily speak to
each other
● our people feel confident using modern technology, are aware of its risks and
opportunities, and are able to fully participate in agile delivery and service design
● staff can find the information they need about the council quickly and easily on the
intranet
● our senior leadership exemplifies digital thinking, empowering their teams to get closer
to resident experience and use technology to experiment

To do this we will:
 equip all staff who need it with a mobile device - either their own, via a new ‘bring your
own device’ policy, or one that is corporately provided.
 move to the cloud for all productivity tools and documents
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 redesign our desktop estate and office layout to take account of the increased use of
mobile devices
 bring in new service desk software and processes, enabling better self-serving for staff
and creating a modern support function
 modernise our mobile device handling and software deployment so staff are properly
supported
 consolidate and totally redesign our two current intranets, from content to design to
underlying infrastructure, making them the heart of internal information and services
 consolidate our various internal systems of record so it’s easy to understand who works
for us, where they are, what systems they have access to and what tech they need at any
given time
 enable videoconferencing across our estate
 redesign our internal processes and governance structures, freeing up officer time for
high-value tasks and frontline services
 review current processes for providing assistive technology for staff with disabilities,
ensuring we make the best use of available technology to support all our people

Workstream 3: get better with data
Too often we lack the information to make good decisions both internally and for our
residents. Better data, and the capability to wield it wisely, brings a huge amount of
opportunity, from better investment decisions to more opportunity to protect residents by
understanding their need across multiple systems. We want to change this so we have the
right data, to make the right decisions.
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Our intended outcomes for this workstream are:
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● service lines have all the data they need to protect and improve service for their users
● we have a clear and comprehensive understanding of our residents’, businesses’,
partners’ and visitors’ needs, both qualitatively and quantitatively, so that we can
improve outcomes for and with them
● we can derive insights from our data that help us be more efficient and effective
● we have the right infrastructure to share data and insights with partner organisations in
the local area and nationally, so that we all get better together
● we have better data about our staff, so that we can make them happier and more
fulfilled in the workplace
● we publish data that others can build on

To do this we will:

D

● build a data team with the remit to bring insights directly to lines of business. The team
will consist of data engineers, analysts, and data scientists, who together will form a key
part of service transformation
● work with lines of business on a programme of work to find out and answers their most
burning questions from their data.
● build a standing analytics function which anyone in the council can draw on as a resource
to help them better understand their business and users
● engineer our systems data to make it easy to combine and analyse, including multiple
deep dives into business systems
● work with suppliers to get better access to our own data
● expand our data warehouse to improve and expand the insights we can gather
● build on our work during the covid-19 pandemic to expand our ‘gold record’ and how we
use it to help our more vulnerable residents
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● build better reporting and insight on a service-by-service basis so people can truly
understand their customer base
● experiment with whether machine learning can help us reach our corporate objectives,
improve customer service and make us more efficient.
● undertake a full data privacy review of the council, followed by a data cleansing and
reduction programme, making sure we’re not holding anything we shouldn’t,
deduplicating records and making our data extractable
● work in partnership with LOTI (the London Office of Technology and Innovation) to share
and join anonymised data and insights

Workstream 4: make our infrastructure and systems modern,
secure and interoperable

T

As we enable residents to use our services online, give staff the best tools, and make better
decisions with data, we need modern infrastructure too. This means systems that talk to
each other, highly reliable hosting and platforms, the best of commodity technology and
modern, cloud-based and API-driven architecture. To do this, we need better oversight over
our technology estate, robust governance, and standards and policies that are clear and
easy to follow.
Our intended outcomes for this workstream are that:
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● connectivity is great for both residents and staff wherever they are on our estate
● we have full control over the data in all of our back office systems, and are able to
extract and analyse that data to improve services
● staff are not physically constrained in any way as to where or how they access systems
and data
● we have a clear architectural vision and roadmap
● we have a cost-efficient and resilient technology estate, centrally managed and regularly
reviewed to prove value for money
● our people have a streamlined, intuitive and seamless experience of line of business
systems

To do this, we will:
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● undertake a programme of connectivity improvements, increasing bandwidth across all
our sites
● develop a clear architectural vision for all council technology systems, working towards a
small number of specialist systems supported by shared components that provide
common functions once, integrated through APIs, using cloud and Software as a Service
solutions wherever possible
● fully map our systems, technologies and assets, allowing us to prioritise improvements
and meet common needs more easily
● undertake a full build of a cloud hosting platform so that all services can use a corporate
platform and not need to procure their own hosting
● migrate all our major services to the cloud (and smaller ones if it makes financial sense)
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● build a full picture of the carbon footprint of our technology estate, them embark on a
greening programme to reduce that footprint and help make the council more
sustainable
● write new interoperability standards so that we stem the tide of complex integration and
having to commission suppliers to help us with this
● build and then deliver on a prioritised programme of work, building specific integration
points and automation between systems where lack of interoperability means
significantly worse services for residents and/or lots of staff time to deal with
● put in place new governance for all technology development, centralising hardware and
software management in the digital team, removing all ‘shadow IT’ and ensuring that all
changes are aligned with the overall digital and technology direction as well as allowing
the council to get a grip on total technology spend
 review and refresh all back-office systems against this blueprint, helping service lines
transition to modern, cloud-based technology that is disaggregated away from few, large
suppliers to many smaller ones and with specialist services built in-house
 fully review and refresh all existing technology policies, ensuring the deal between the
council, its residents and its staff is clear
 deliver an ongoing portfolio of improvements to council systems, corporate technology
and removal of sub-optimal or paper-based council processes, prioritised on a clear
roadmap
 use cross-government open platforms like gov.uk Notify to reduce the cost of common
needs like text messaging

Workstream 5: build digital capability
No organisation can modernise and become technology-enabled without transforming its
skill set. To be cost-effective, we need a full, permanent and highly skilled digital,
technology and data function who we can deploy to the huge number of transformation
needs we have, turning the tide of years of outsourcing and patchy investment.
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More than this, we need to educate our staff to be confident with and welcoming of
technology innovation, so they can better understand and serve residents and have a more
fulfilling working life.
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Our intended outcomes for this workstream are that:

● we are proud of our standing, cutting-edge in-house digital capability
● all our people feel confident in their knowledge and skills around the technology they
need to do their jobs
● our top tier leaders are educated in the impact of digital technology, and are
ambassadors inside and outside the organisation for technology innovation
● we can pivot swiftly from project to project, using our standing teams to help the council
prioritise and meet its needs
● we have a mature approach to security, meaning we are able to protect our staff and
residents from being exploited
● the council becomes a destination for the digital, technology and data skills market, and
is able to hire, retain and develop the best talent locally and nationally.
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To do this we will:

 build a permanent rolling programme of digital apprenticeships, working with local
higher educational institutions to build pipelines for young workers and graduates who
are interested in digital, technology and data
 create or bring in mandatory learning and development for all staff so that they fully
understand how to use council technology, as well as understanding the basics of data
privacy, cyber security, software development, service design and agile ways of working
 develop digital leadership capability within the council, in line with the Local Digital
Declaration, prioritising the corporate leadership team (the top 3 tiers of council officers)
and council members
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 partner with lines of business across the council to co-create service transformation
plans enabled by technology - and then deliver on them
 build a full digital, technology and data team in the council consisting mainly of
permanent staff with a small number of contractors or partners to keep the latest
knowledge and skills circulating around the council
 to support this, redesign the existing digital and customer service teams, retaining much
of our existing talent while allowing new hires to improve how we work. This will include
new job descriptions and mapping our existing capability onto new needs
 undertake a full review of our digital, data and technology pay in line with the SFIA
framework, ensuring we are competitive in the industry
 bring service design and product thinking to the council by hiring these skills in and
developing our staff, including increasing awareness of user-centred design and agile
software development
 build career pathways for our digital, technology and data team, ensuring we can retain,
develop and fulfill them
 work continuously with other boroughs, government bodies and the civic sector to share
learning, work together and improve

Workstream 6: support innovation across the borough
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This strategy is primarily focused on the council itself and making greater use of digital
technology to enable us to deliver better services for our residents and businesses. But
there is also an important role for the council in facilitating the use of digital technology to
bring about improvements within the borough, and the way it functions. This is increasingly
important as the borough, like other cities, faces the challenges from rapid growth,
automation, congestion and the climate crisis. This was recognised by the Council back in
2015 when it published its smart city strategy. At the same time, the Council also
established an innovation company, dg cities, to work alongside its in-house team, Digital
Greenwich to oversee the implementation of the strategy and to collaborate with
universities and business.
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The digital and smart city strategies are complementary: innovation in the Council and in the
borough go hand in hand. Indeed, the creation of an innovative and smart council was one of
four main pillars in the smart city strategy, the others being the creation of smart
neighbourhoods and communities; digital infrastructure for change; and economic growth
and high value jobs.
The newly created digital and data team will work closely with Digital Greenwich to capitalise
on the opportunities from these two areas of work (and add value to each).
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Our intended outcomes for this workstream are to:
• radically improved digital connectivity across the Borough
• enhance the high street offer
• improve sustainability across the borough
• improve our digital capability and engagement for our residents and businesses
To do this we will continue our work in line with our smart city strategy, including projects
on:
• city data analytics
• the use of IOT devices to capture data to gain new insights - for example, information on
the performance of assets such as boilers in council housing and energy use / sustainable
energy management system
• developing the digital economy
• smart neighbourhoods / homes

• sustainability in social housing

What do we get if we do all this?
These are the minimum deliverables to be expected from this programme of work. They are
indicative, because they are completely dependent on council-wide buy-in and crossfunctional teamwork.
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Year 1 (begins April 2021)
• 3 new online services, paired with total service transformation working in partnership
between service lines and digital teams
• Videoconferencing available in meeting rooms across the estate
• New laptops available to those who work from home at least part of the time
• Bring your own device policy launch
• New standards and policies across the rest of technology
• New Digital Place platform installed
• 30 new digital hires
• Beginning of website consolidation
• Launch digital apprenticeships programme
• Full architecture review and vision setting
• New technology spend governance launched
• New IT service desk software and online catalogue
• First assistive technology launched to vulnerable residents
• New cloud hosting platform built
• Data warehouse project open to service lines, along with new analytics function
Year 2
• At least 3 new online services, paired with total service transformation working in
partnership between service lines and digital teams
• Systems integrations built between all key back office systems and customer
relationship management software
• Customer services chat and text
• Virtual contact centre comes online
• Desktop retirement programme
• Intranet consolidation

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Website consolidation continues
New consultation platform launched
50 more digital hires
New digital learning and development offer for all staff and leaders
All staff have smart device available
Cloud hosting platform fully operational, migration begins
All core services have service dashboard
Bandwidth upgrades across the estate
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Years 3 and 4
• At least 5 more core digital services come online, with paired service transformations
• Intranet rebuild and consolidation
• New corporate website
• External website consolidation continues
• Remaining digital hires
• Start to reduce technology carbon footprint
• Corporate data reviewed and consolidated in the cloud
• ROI from this strategy

Success measures

When designing change, it is important to know how we’d recognise success. Here is a noncomplete list of success measures, which doubles as a list of benefits.
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Quantitative measures:
● Reduced spend on customer services by reducing demand both over the phone and face
to face
● Reduced technology running costs through contract disaggregation and bringing services
and systems in-house
● Reduced failure demand across the council from double contact by black holes in service,
meaning lines of business can realise efficiencies
● Reduced officer time for lines of business spent on back office processing, through better
systems integration and automation
● Reduced paper usage, helping to meet the council’s climate commitments
● Potential to redesign our estates and make our workforce mobile
● Reduced complaints as services are redesigned to be easier to use

●

Reduced case work from escalation of complaints
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Qualitative measures:
● Improved customer services for those looking for the most common services, indicated
by customer satisfaction
● Improved council reputation externally
● Improved support for long-term customers of major lines of business, like adult and
children’s social care and housing tenants
● Happier and more productive staff due to access to better tech
● Happier members with fewer customers complaints

